BIM Peer Review

Title of BIM: ________________________________________________________________

After the presentation of the other group’s BIM, please answer the following questions.
Continue on the back if necessary.

1. How does each lesson address the Standard, CPI or benchmark? [Hint: Probe the
designers’ thinking.

2. What is the Design Team’s thinking about how each activity connects to the Big Idea?

3. Does each lesson have a FERA?

4. Does the BIM have a FERA?

5. Do focus questions directly address the content/lesson and the BIM Focus?

6. Do reflection questions target 1-2 key learning goals for the benchmark/CPI and also
push to develop connections between lessons and with the big idea?

7. To what degree is inquiry present in each of the lessons and is it sufficient, too little or
too much?

8. Does The BIM appear to meet the goals stated for it? Does the BIM address the needs of
the specific audience to which it was targeted?